
Poet・Teaching Artist・Workshop Facilitator



"Those days, I used to ask him what he feared, and he always said, ‘the bottom of a good glass." 
And then he stopped answering. And then he stopped coming home altogether.” This quote from
Hanif-Willis Abdurraqib’s book, The Crown Ain’t Worth Much (2016), speaks to the condition of
Black people and how our struggle to survive can dissolve us into absence. It is also a testament to
Enoch's purpose as a poet, to bring those who fear the bottom of the glass back home.
 
Enoch the Poet was born and raised on the north side of Wilmington, DE. His poetry examines the
ways that trauma and mental health move through a family, as well as the outside forces that affect
or have affected these developments. His goal is to create work for the younger him, work that
deepens our emotional understanding and its cyclical relation to the conditions acting on the Black
mind, body, and spirit. In 2017, he won the title of 2017 Philadelphia Fuze Grand Slam Champion
and placed 28th out of 95 in the Individual World Poetry Slam in Spokane, Washington. 
 
He’s had work published in various literary magazines such as Wusgood and Open Mind Quarterly
and before the end of 2017 he published his first full length book of poetry titled “The Guide to
Drowning.” Off stage Enoch is a teaching artist who creates curriculum that uses poetry as a
medium for processing transgenerational trauma. When he’s not performing or teaching you can
catch him reading manga, watching anime or serving underprivileged communities as the Treasurer
and Creative Director of Urgent 365, Inc, a non-profit working to move communities of color
forward through resource distribution, education programming and social wellness events.

Who Am I?



Healing-Centered Poetry and Writing Workshops

Identifying and Unpacking Tenderness  
Healing  
Crafting Narrative
Transgenerational Trauma  
World Bulding in Writing

Enoch facilitates trauma informed workshops centered around
the exploration of identity and healing by way of creative writing.
With poetry as the primary medium.
Topics Include:

Performing Artist
When he's not teaching, running workshops or indulging in anime, Enoch can be
spotted at your local open mic, poetry slam, community fundraiser, college event,
or any place with a stage honestly. Enoch's poetry places a magnifying glass over the
intersections of Blackness, love, mental health and transgenerational trauma/healing.
Book him to perform at your next upcoming event, you will not be disappointed!

Services



The Guide to Drowning is a poetic exploration
of Black mental health and its relation to the
Black condition in America as well as its
connection to Enoch the Poet as 
an individual.

The Guide to Drowning

Freezeray Poetry Magazine

Wusgood POC Literary Magazine

Noble Gas Qtrly

Rigorous Literary

Magazine

Cathexis Northwest Press

Publica
tion

s

http://www.freezeraypoetry.com/enoch-the-poet.html
http://wusgood.black/?s=enoch
http://noblegas.org/issue-205-3/enoch-the-poet/the-human-body-is-the-perfect-soil/
http://www.rigorous-mag.com/v3i1/enoch-the-poet.html
http://www.cathexisnorthwestpressarchive.com/a-poem-in-which-i-try-to-process-the-death-of-mac-miller/


“The journey Enoch
takes audiences down as

he performs is raw,
honest, and awe striking
in the parallels he finds

and moments he shares”
 
 

David Pratt, JR.
Poet

“Dynamic writer that
refuses to take concepts

and thoughts on
predictable courses and

will instead craft a moment
that leaves you with more
than what you came with”

 
Marquis Wright-Lee

Poet

"Brave, fearless and
determined. A few

ingredients that make
up a Black man."

 
 
 
 

C. Thomas
Poet

"This year my students had
the great opportunity to

express themselves through
poetry, rap, drama, and

"Would you Rather"
conversations. I had the
opportunity to see my

students through different
lenses. The students and I

really appreciated Monday's
with Enoch! Thanks for
speaking life into my

students weekly."
Ms. Evans

Parkway West Teacher
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Collaborations



EPK Design
Website Design
Flyer Design
Poem Editing and Consultation/Feedback
Slam Coach Assistance

For more information and to view samples of

design work email enochthepoet@icloud.com

Other Paid Services:



Social Media:

@enochthepoet

Website:
www.enochthepoet.com

For booking and other services email:
booking@enochthepoet.com

https://www.enochthepoet.com/

